
TO:   WTMA Board of Directors

FROM: Scott Melego, Water Superintendent

DATE: March 9, 2010

SUBJECT: Monthly Water Report for February 2010

MONTHLY

WATER PRODUCED: 13,801,000 GALLONS

  * Note that the Monthly loss from leaks is based on a calculation that can

    be calculated up to 3 months depending on site description and certain characteristics of the leak. 

LOSS FROM LEAKS: 103,680 GALLONS 0.75%

LOSS FROM FLUSHING, FIRE

PROTECTION & BLOW OFFS: 407,200 GALLONS 2.95%

PREVIOUS SYSTEM CONNECTIONS: 2,246

NEW CONNECTIONS THIS MONTH: 4

TOTAL SYSTEM CONNECTIONS: 2,250

TOTAL CONNECTIONS FOR 2010 4

NEW CONNECTION LOCATIONS: 11402 Buhrman Dr. East lot 60

(A.)  1  Leak was found and repaired this month.
  

1.  Leak at the 14078 BTE on a 4 inch steel line.  

(B.)  Additional Maintenance / Repair Work.

1.  WTMA and WBA attempted to locate a water service for 11795 Village Heights, a drawing maybe provided by

     the customer.

2.  The 400KW generator was tested at the Brookdale/Hess Filtration Plant.

3.  Control System 21 replaced a failed chart recorder at the Brookdale/Hess Filtration Plant.

4.  Historical snowfall events plagued this month and many hours were dedicated to reaching our source stations to ensure 

    water quality.

5.  Many hours of hand shoveling was necessary because no equipment could remove the snow with in the fenced in facility 

    at Bubbling Springs.  Two, four-wheel-drive front end loaders got stuck.  I want to thank the township for their effort 

    in maintaining access to our stations and the direct communication during these events.

6.  A power interruption occurred on the 11
th
 causing a fault on the booster pump at the Bubbling Springs Facility.  The 

     generator did run, however, with the fault condition, the pump did not run.  The fault was reset and the pump returned 

    to normal operation.  A phone call was made to Allegheny Power and they were already aware of the event.

7.  Allegheny Power placed a voltage monitor on the main lines at Wells 5 and 6 due to the electrical damage reported from

     the previous month.  

8. Water operators bench tested a water meter from 10655 Bailey Springs Lot # 51, no abnormalities were found.

Respectfully Submitted,

   

Scott Melego

Water Superintendent

WTMA Water Dept.

11382 Buhrman Dr. East lot 55
11386 Buhrmand Dr. East lot 58 11410 Buhrman Dr. East lot 62

This month the water system 

was operating at 42% of capacity.


